A. TAKE DOWN ROLLING WHEELS & REMOVE 12 SCREWS

Take down rolling wheel by pressing metal clip

Remove 12 screws around the base
B. REMOVE THE SHELL FOR REPLACING MOTORS OR WHEELS

Lift & turn the shell toward back

Lay shell down on the table
C. TURN THE SHELL TO THE LEFT

Turn the shell to the left (like this picture shows)

D. REMOVE TOGGLE SWITCH FROM SHELL

Put your left hand into shell to hold toggle switch

Use your right hand to remove the nut for fixing toggle switch
E. REMOVE OLD SWITCH & CONNECT NEW ONE BACK

F. RETRACE THE PRECEDING STEPS TO INSTALL MOTOR & WHEEL

BE SURE ALL WIRING ARE GOOD AND THE CHUTE (white plastic) IS INFRONT THE BIB’S BEAM (aluminium)